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Abstract

The information means power for any people, for any organization. Due to knowledge neccessities of
people and due to IT evolution appeared the „network of neworks” - that we call Internet.
The evolution of a society is depending on knowledge and this conducted us to build up a knowledge –
based society. Since the Internet was born with its facilities  e-mail, e-commerce, e-transaction,
e-learning, e-library, e-governence we become an Information society.

To have a kowledge-based economy and society the eEurope initiative is straithegned to fulfill some
main priorities in giving for the public a free, fast and safe online access to information, learning and
encourage people in using the internet and aware governments by internet benefits in governance.

A huge amount of information is collected, processed, structured by socio-economic themes, stored
and finally disseminated for the public via internet. The acce ss to information is feasible by new
information technologies means,  by new tools, multimedia tools, media channels and defined
standards of dissemination; Internet, through its exponential proliferation made it possible.

Romanian NIS has preoccupation in  giving access to the statistical information organized in statistical
databases through own website. Is a new and modern solution in the web space to give to  the public,
business world, academic world, international organi zations access to a large amount of statistical
information.

Statistical information plays an important and well defined role in the information market. The new
Information Technologies on the web platform conducted us to new preoccupations in building up
new services like e-commerce services on the web to our customers from the business area.  This is a
quick solution in consulting and purchasing the statistics on -line and has an important contribution in
reducing precious time and distance for customers in reaching the desired informati on and for us also.
The web application developed by NIS is user-friendly, accessible to all, affordable, adapted to local
needs and external needs in English language is flexible and support sustainable development.

On-line dissemination is a new way fo r information the society with statistics , grown from customers
necessities and we can stop to affirm that this is the future, we have to start to affirm that this is the
present. During the time changes of the information needs and the feedback from the p ublic and main
users conduct to continuous challenges for adapting and improving the statistical system and
dissemination ways to the new requests. Dissemination of the statistical information is depending on
the new Information and Communication Technology research and development. The electronic
dissemination through internet is and will be the most important s olutio for the present and the future
of the societies.

The solutions for dissemination of the information on the web will contribute in having an  information
society where everyone can create, access, utilize and share information and knowledge, enabling
individuals, community and people to achieve their full potential in improving their quality of life and
promoting their sustainable development.


